
The backlit blue agate countertop is a unique semi precious stone countertop
that not only stands alone in design, but also excels in practicality and durability.

 

Unique feature

1. Attractive appearance
The backlit blue agate countertop is known for its deep blue and translucent
texture, giving a mysterious and noble feeling. Under the irradiation of light, the
whole countertop seems to emit a faint blue brilliance, adding a unique artistic
atmosphere to the kitchen, bathroom and other Spaces.

 

2. Innovative design
This countertop uses advanced backlighting technology, through LGP (light guide
plate) or other lighting devices, to produce soft light in the blue agate stone
material, so that the entire countertop presents a unique sense of transparency.
This design not only injects a modern feel into the countertop, but also brings a
warm and charming light and shadow effect to the entire space.

 

Practicality and durability

1. Rugged and durable
The backlit blue agate countertop is made of natural blue agate stone with
extremely high hardness and abrasion resistance. This allows the countertop to
maintain a new look for a long time, is not susceptible to scratches and wear, and
is suitable for areas such as kitchens and bathrooms with high use.

 

2. Easy to clean
The smooth surface of the blue agate stone makes it very easy to clean, just wipe
it with a gentle cleaner. This facilitates the daily maintenance of the countertop,
so that it is always smooth and clean as new.

 

Application scenario

Backlit blue agate countertops are suitable for a variety of interior design

https://www.gemstoneslabsupplier.com/product/Backlit-Blue-Agate-Stone-Bar-CountertopSemi-Precious-Stone-Slab-Manufacturer.html


scenarios, especially those seeking a unique, stylish and artistic sense of space. It
can not only be used as the kitchen operating table, but also as the bathroom
vanity, the restaurant bar, etc., to add color to the entire space.

 

Overall, backlit blue agate countertops are favored for their unique look and
practicality. It is not only a functional choice, but also a unique pursuit of space
aesthetics, which injects a fashion and artistic atmosphere into home life.

 

Countertop Size Customization size Customization shape According to your
drawing

Countertop Material Agate Stone Quartz / Crystal Stone Other Semi
Precious Stone

Light Source Selection LGP (light guide
plate)

LGP (light guide
plate)(Adjustable color) tape lights

Countertop Effect Backlit Unbacklit Solid Surface

 

 


